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From the Editor’s Desk:
Fall is here and for many photographers it is the best time of year. Fall
color as we call it draws “leaf peepers” as well as photographers far and
wide to admire and capture nature's fall color pallet. In the past many
members traveled up to Vermont and surrounding areas to explore and
find the perfect compositions depicting fall. As of this writing in the last
days of September I have noticed colors changing right in upstate NY.
Perhaps a short field trip to nearby Bear mountains in the coming weeks
will be an enjoyable time for members and non photographers alike.
Get out and enjoy.
“photoJoe” Crupi

2nd—Competition #2 Judge Kathy Baca
16th –Program by Chris Moore “Photo Stacking for DOF”
30th —Program by Frank Rocco “How to take Great Photos”

6th— Competition #3 Judge Mike DiRenzo
20th—Program by Tom Demic “Find your vision & express it in
post processing”

Dues: $40.00 for individuals
$60.00 per family;$20.00 for students

up to 23 yrs.old.

The Flushing Camera Club (FCC) does not endorse the content on any third-party website. FCC is not responsible for the content or result of any dealings with thirdparties. Your use of third-parties or their websites is at your own risk and subject to the terms and conditions of use for such websites.
Copyright © 2019-20 Flushing Camera Club, All Rights Reserved. Any unauthorized use of images contained in this website is strictly prohibited.
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At the Sept 5th meeting a guest, David Alison, became our newest member of the new
season. Welcome David!
Then on Sept 18th we were pleased to welcome yet another new member, Laurie Hughes.
Happy to have you aboard.
Our September 18th presenter was Chris Moore who gave us the most
detailed advise concerning Macro/ Close Up– photography. He displayed
the various pieces of equipment that can be used to create macro images
and along with his power point show he highlighted the equipment from the
least expensive to that used by professionals and or scientists. Chris
explained various macro lenses and how to detect a flat field lens. That will
produce less distortion. We learned the various ways to increase
magnification. Chris advised us to set our cameras 2 stops down from
maximum to obtain the sharpest image i.e. on a f2.8 lens set to 5.6. Chris
also gave us a preview of some of his up presentation in October on Focus
Stacking. Before ending members asked questions and were most
satisfied with the full explanations given in reply. We are looking forward to
seeing the next installment on October 16th.
In September Queens College honored our late FCC president Mary O’Connor by dedicating a conference room in her name for all
she had done for the college. Many FCC members attended the ceremonial ribbon cutting facilitated by the great efforts of Mary’s close
friend Patricia Burk seen with scissors in photo below. R.I.P. Mary you are still loved and remembered. (some photos by Tony Coppeta)

2 Past Presidents

Above left to right Michael Wolfe Dean of the
Division of Social Sciences, Pat Burke and
William Tramonto, Interim President, Queens
College.
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A Group

B Group

Judge:

Joe Macaluso
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Dennis Golin reminded us we failed to mention that his runner up photo, "Sea Otter Lunch", was his 12th PFLI Leonard
Victor runner up award, while in prior years he also won 5 first place awards - "Aspen Duet", "Ride To Sunrise",
"Skateboard Heaven", "Yosemite Luminescence" and most recently, "Aspen Grove".
Reminder that this season we have to selected subject competitions. In January all images
in competition must fit the subject “Things that Fly” then next May the subject will be “Night
Photography” and all images entered must adhere to that criteria. Good luck to all our
competitors.
New dues schedule for Life Members starting next season which begins September 2020 (a
year from now). The board has decided that FCC Presidents will not pay dues while in office
and after serving a minimum of 2 terms will pay only $20 a season thereafter.
Any member with 20 years membership will pay $20 annual dues each season.
The board can elaborate on any questions.
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When is it best to use spot metering versus matrix?
I think it is best to use spot metering when you have a sense of what the exposure needs to be for a
specific area of the scene, especially in situations where you are concerned that the camera might
be "tricked" by the scene using a different metering mode
My typical answer to this type of question about metering is that it really doesn't matter which
metering (or exposure) mode you use, provided you can achieve an accurate exposure relatively
quickly and consistently.
When you

use the spot metering mode you are telling the camera that you want to select a specific
area of the scene to establish a meter reading from. That typically means evaluating somewhere
around 2% of the scene you have framed up with your lens. Because of these issues, when you use
spot metering you have the responsibility of pointing the lens at a specific area you want to establish
your exposure based on.
With other metering modes such as evaluative or matrix, the camera is evaluating a larger area of
the scene. Many cameras will also perform a bit of analysis of the scene the meter is evaluating, so
that a more "intelligent" decision can be made about what the proper exposure settings should be.
Of course, the whole point of taking a meter reading is to establish settings for a good exposure.
That might mean dialing in specific settings based on the meter reading when you are in the manual
exposure mode. It might also mean adjusting the exposure compensation setting if you are in one of
the semi-automatic exposure modes such as shutter priority or aperture priority.
Taking into account all of these considerations, to me spot metering is the best choice for situations
where the camera may be "tricked" by the lighting situation, and you can achieve a proper exposure
more quickly by metering off a small area of the scene. For example, when photographing the full
moon at night, spot metering off the moon itself will generally get you a much more accurate
exposure much more quickly compared to using other metering modes that will evaluate the entire
scene and attempt to brighten up the dark sky.
If you aren't comfortable using spot metering mode, using it can obviously be quite challenging, as it
does require a bit more precision in terms of taking a meter reading, as well as a bit more
knowledge of exposure. But there are many situations where spot metering can be faster and more
accurate, so I think it is worth taking some time to get familiar with using spot metering for
determining exposure settings.
https://www.instagram.com/timgreyphoto/
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GO AT YOUR OWN SPEED
I always prefer to know what my camera will do at any given time.
This is why I do not shoot in Program or Auto mode. It does provide
very accurate exposures and for snap shooters, it’s fast and easy, but
it doesn’t allow me to control what the picture will look like with
regards to depth of field or the recording of motion. Aperture priority
lets me choose how much focus depth I want in the picture. Shutter
priority allows me to control how motion will be recorded. This week’s
Tip focuses on controlling the shutter speed to provide the desired
amount of motion in the image.
With regards to motion, you have the choice of freezing it, exaggerating it, or having it fall somewhere in between. To
stop it, a fast shutter speed is necessary. To exaggerate it, a slow shutter speed is required. The faster the action, the
faster the shutter speed that’s needed to arrest motion. The opposite holds true if you want to show motion. For
example, to freeze a hummingbird’s wings, a shutter speed in the neighborhood of 1/ 4000 is needed while the
motion of someone walking toward you can be stopped with 1/ 60 of a second.
In the accompanying two shots taken in Yellowstone, the top one was made
at 1/1600 to stop the flow of the fast moving water of the rapids. The one ar
the right was made at 5 seconds to exaggerate the flow of water and create
a more artistic representation. To obtain the five second exposure, I added a
variable ND filter dialed down to 7 stops. I purposely chose each of these
speeds to bring out the point of this Tip. Had I used Program mode, the
camera may have chosen 1/125 of a second and I would have neither an
intentional blur NOR a shot where every drop is frozen. The water would
have shown some motion, but it wouldn’t result in an image whose intent is
evident.
Experiment with different speeds and check the LCD for the result. Adjust your shutter speed accordingly relative to
the look you want. You may need to raise or lower the ISO or add a neutral density filter to obtain the desired effect.

Create Depth in Your Images

A photographer captures a three dimensional scene onto a two dimensional object. This leaves many
scratching their heads wondering why the scene that looked as if it was never ending looks flat and
lacks depth in their pictures. In a two dimensional world, unless the illusion of depth is portrayed, the
image will look flat. Some ways to achieve this illusion are by lens choice, composition, lighting, use
of color, placement of subject matter, and aperture choice. Two or more of these factors can be used
in tandem to depict a 3D effect.
Lens choice is key to create depth. Long lenses compress distances which makes everything seem
closer than in reality. The classic example of layers upon layers of mountains that recede into the
distance comes to mind. Many miles exist between the fore and background peaks, yet in a
photograph they seem very close to each other. While depth is compacted in this example, the
layering effect is created by the light as the foreground row is darker than the lighter last row out in
the distance. On the other hand, wide angle lenses use their exaggerated perspective to convey
depth. Place the camera low to the ground and compose the picture with a strong foreground
element that leads the eye throughout the rest of the image. The close items become larger than life
while the lens pushes back the receding elements.
strategic use of color helps convey depth especially when strong contrasts are part of the
composition. Warm tones such as yellow, orange, and red tend to come forward while cooler tones of
green, blue, and purple recede. Place a red subject in a green or blue environment and the red
element pops off the page.
A well composed landscape can demonstrate depth using compositional and subject placement
techniques. For instance, strong foreground elements such as boulder fields or mounds of flowers
lead the eye to key subjects in the mid and background. The mid ground subjects in turn direct the
viewer’s eye to distant focal points. These three layers work together to unify the sense of depth .

To learn more about this subject, join me on one of my photo tours or safaris. Please visit www.russburdenphotography.com to
get more information.
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How to Photograph Birds in Flight

REPRINTED FROM

Being able to capture good images using a DSLR (Digital Single Lens Reflex) camera can be extremely rewarding. And some of
the best pictures that we can take tend to be the hardest. Once we have a pretty good understanding of some of the camera’s
functions both on automatic and manual mode, we can focus on the job of putting this information to good use. One of the
hardest images to capture tends to be of something that is moving, but there are ways to make it a little easier to master.
Photographing inanimate objects really is the place to start and by using the same object in
PHOTO
totally different settings and light can give us a lot of information and feedback. It’s also a
good idea to place some objects up high so as to see what is needed to make these a clear
and focused picture.

Photo by dingopup; ISO 200, f/5.6, 1/1250-

Moving on from static objects with more knowledge, we now want to explore the world of moving objects
and photography. The technique of photographing a moving object is known as panning. This involves
leveling the camera with the subject, finding it in the viewfinder (this is best done by first having the
zoom completely in showing the object furthest away), zooming in, and then focusing either
automatically or manually.

When starting out using panning photography, it’s best to first revert back to the automatic settings until confident that being
on manual will not be the difference between capturing the shot and missing a great shot. Once you have the image firmly
locked on start to follow the images motion slowly with the camera, while at the same time zooming until the image is now the
size that you want for your picture. Take the shot and review.
Learning to take good pictures panning can be achieved on a gradual progressive basis like this. Find a road that you can
stand a reasonable distance from and not be in any danger from passing cars. For best results you want to find a fairly long
road where you will have plenty of time to locate a car in the viewfinder focus, zoom and shoot
A good result should show the car as clear as if it was standing still and you captured the image
using a tripod, while the foreground and background should be blurred from camera motion
and not aperture settings.
Try the same method on a motorbike, this is improving your technique as it is not only a smaller
object to focus on, but also tends to be moving a lot faster. Taking pictures of anything outdoors
on the ground is always made better when the sun is behind you and certainly Not in front of
you, this is essential to great results for panning photography, unless you want the images to be
Photo by Diana Robinson; ISO 1600, f/4.0, 1/1250- silhouettes.
Moving on again we are now going to focus on objects that fly. With anything flying it is always best to try where possible to
capture the image from a side angle and with the subject as low down as is possible. This is because whether the sun is
behind you or not if you photograph something in daylight looking straight up in will more than likely have the silhouette effect.
A good way to hone your panning skills of flying objects is to visit air-shows, or even by getting close to an airport. Air shows are
good, as they have a variety of aircraft that you can practice on.
One of the main reasons it’s a good idea to start photographing flying objects by using aircraft is
due to their overall size.
Now onto birds in flight. Using the car and aircraft theory we want to start off with something that is
not only big, but also slow and graceful. That way we will find it much easier to keep track of and
photograph while also making sure we can get the timing and lighting right. One of the best birds to
start learning panning skills on is the seagull; they tend to tick all the boxes when it comes to
Photo by Barry Goble
getting a great shot.
The seagull is fairly slow in flight and tends to glide more than fly. Not only that, but they also
do a lot of low level flying when it comes to catching fish or hovering in a bay on the thermals.
Moving on from the seagull should be a natural progression, but as a rule of thumb, the bigger
the bird the easier it is to capture in flight. When you move down to smaller birds it can often
be the case of hit and miss many times, but one little trick I have learned is that if there is a
specific bird in your area that you are trying to photograph it is well worth simply watching
his/her movements a few times before you actually try to photograph him/her.
Photo by Diana Robinson; ISO 280, f/4.0, 1/1600
By knowing which tree he/she is going to fly to or from can often give you an upper hand
due to knowing the direction or target of his/her flight. Also setting up shots for birds is a good way of getting great pictures
too. Using food to entice them or even a stick strategically placed on a riverbank can reward the photographer with a stunning
image of a kingfisher.
Panning photography is certainly an art, but if the photographer studies and learns from initial attempts the end results can be pretty
staggering in a relatively short period of time. Keeping the camera steady and smooth at all times is critical to the overall results, and it is
even possible to use a monopod in some instances for even more clarity, but panning free hand should be mastered first.
About the Author:Article written by Clive Anderson (myphotographblog). Photography is not just a great hobby and interest that people can
enjoy and share with each other, it can be seriously relaxing and in some cases therapeutic.

“Stay Focused”

